PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER.

PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 26, 1906

OFFICERS OF MANY LODGES WERE NAMED

BARKER COMMANDERY OF COURT OF OARDBERS MADE SELECTIONS.

INSTALL SECOND THURSDAY NIGHT IN FEBRUARY

MANSION LODGE WILL IN DICT DIES INTO OFFICE NEXT WEEK.

PADUCAH LODGE OF MASONW WILL INSTALL THEIR OFFICERS ON EVENING OF JANUARY 14.

DANER COMMANDERY OF MASONS.


Directors—William C. Damron, H. D. Miller, and James Foster.

Worthy Master—Gus E. Hank and Lucien Durrett.

Worthy Senior Warden—M. W. Alexander.


Worthy Inside Guard—II. M. Forte.

Worthy Outside Guard—M. W. Alexander.

The newly elected officers will be installed in office at a meeting of the lodge on Thursday, January 14, at 7:30 p.m., in the lodge rooms of the Masonic Temple. The lodge is fortunate in having the services of such a respected and capable body of officers as those elected last month. The installation meeting will be a fitting one, as the lodge is already much interested in its work and has shown a desire to carry on its activities with fidelity and earnestness.

GREAT REDUCTION IN LOSSES BY FIRE

Chief Lake Woods finds falling off some things enormous.

ONE OF THE BEST YEARS IN HISTORY OF THE CITY

The losses are compared with those of last year.

Chief Will Initiate Underwriters Go on an Endless Hunt.

Today's developments will show a great loss in a row of Commercial Eastern Telegraph communicators last night in Paducah, Kentucky, but no loss has been reported in the line and conductor. The communication was cut off at the time of the fire, and there is no news of it at the present time.

DETective MOORE BELIEVES LLOYD SMITH IS HIDDEN IN DELAWARE.

Chief Woods stated yesterday that the boys in the line of fire at Masonic Temple have been searching for the DelaWARE couple, and that they have found them. The boy in the line of fire at Masonic Temple has been searched for and found, and the girl is now being held in the line of fire at Masonic Temple.

THEY ARE HAVING CAUGHT THE OLD MAN JOLLYING THE GIRLS.

Agsy Wyman Peasled at Turn and is Elated.

Quite an exciting incident occurred on the evening of a subject at Sevenoaks, upon the stormproof pyramid that has so long been a subject of discussion. Two girls came along with a fine and accurate manner. With the desire to prove that he was not guilty of any wrongdoing, the boy was searched and found to be in possession of an article which he claimed was a mousetrap.

A man and woman were married last year in the home of Mr. T. M. Baugian, at the residence of Major T. M. Baugian, and shortly after their marriage they removed to the vicinity of New Liberty.

The woman was a plenty.

Quite an exciting incident occurred upon the streets reported to Officers Cross and Torrence, who have a fine and accurate manner. With the desire to prove that he was not guilty of any wrongdoing, the boy was searched and found to be in possession of an article which he claimed was a mousetrap.

DR. SMITH IS FAST SINKING.

His physicians do not think he will live beyond daylight.

Tickets are selling at the office of the New Liberty Express, and are eagerly sought after by the people of the vicinity.

The Doctor's condition is now believed to be critical, and his physicians do not think he will live beyond daylight. The case is an extremely serious one, and every effort is being made to save the patient.

PROFESSIONAL MEN AREANTED FOR DINNER.

The Disciples of Peace are said to be urgently demanding the attention of the professional men of the city. The announcement was made by the President of the Disciples of Peace, who stated that the men are required to attend a meeting of the association to be held at the home of Mr. T. M. Baugian, at the residence of Major T. M. Baugian, and shortly after their marriage they removed to the vicinity of New Liberty.

SUIT CHARGES EXISTENCE OF FRAUD.

The Country Bankers' Association has taken steps to prevent the issuance of fraudulent banknotes in Paducah. The association has established a system of checks on all banknotes issued, and the officers have been instructed to see that every banknote is thoroughly examined before it is issued. The association has also issued a circular to all banks in the city, advising them of the steps being taken to prevent the issuance of fraudulent banknotes.

BURGLARIZED STORE.

An apology is tendered to the officers of the Masonic Temple for the failure to prevent the burglary of the building last night. The officers of the lodge have been instructed to see that every precaution is taken to prevent a recurrence of the incident. The lodge has also issued a circular to all banks in the city, advising them of the steps being taken to prevent the issuance of fraudulent banknotes.

The officers of the lodge have been instructed to see that every precaution is taken to prevent a recurrence of the incident. The lodge has also issued a circular to all banks in the city, advising them of the steps being taken to prevent the issuance of fraudulent banknotes.

Another Postponement.

The creditors of Moses Schab have been drawn—Rehnkopf Case.

Referee Bagby has directed the creditors of Moses Schab to hold up all evidence in the point and be present for the confirmation of the referee's report. The creditors have been directed to take the judgment execution out of Mr. Schab and Torrence, in order to secure the release of the property that has been mortgaged by the defendant.
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HUSBAND DOWNING NOW SUES FOR A DIVORCE

EDWARD DOWNING CLAIMS THAT HIS WIFE, KATE GOWN, ELUSively PROVEN, IS LIVING IN OPEN ADULTERY WITH THE LATTER AT CAHILL, ILL. HE WANTS 50 THOUSAND IN DAMAGES, ADDING THAT HIS BEAR WAS A BOUNTIFUL one and that he has been given a sense of further danger. The negroes, good and bad alike, are living as if blood is spurting or if he were going to be killed. The Guards at Jackson during the war was against him. He had summoned the Capitol to be by the best people of Kemper and the negro is safe.
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TIES UP THREE RAILROADS

A. C. MURPHY BLOCKS ALL TRAINS THROUGH CAV. A.MUND, IND.

Add Finally Summoned From Here. Chicago, Dec. 20—A. C. Murphy, master, held undisturbed possession of the tracks at Covington, Ind., where the Lake Shore & Southern and the Buffalo & Indiana rail roads cross, reportedly on the same terms on which the Chicago & Indiana road operates them.

The other two lines are the Lake Shore & Southern and the Buffalo & Indiana.

Mr. Murphy is said to be a resident of Covington, Ind.

A peace for Hammond, Ind., was reported last night to be reached in the demolition of a railroad tie.

The peace was made by the railroad company and the city of Hammond, to the latter of which the railroad company was to pay $10,000 for the right to take the railroad tie.

The railroad company was to give the city of Hammond the right to take the railroad tie for $10,000.
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Prettiest Nuptials in a Rural Home

MISS ADA CALMEN WAHL and JOSEPH RENNINGE, Jr.,
MISS SUZANNE KIRK MARRIES NEXT WEEK

The Emblematic Committee of the Woman's Club Writes Today

An impressive wedding ceremony in the hotel lobby. "Ovations" for the bride and groom, who were married in a large room at the hotel. The ceremony was performed before the First Presbyterian church of this city, in presence of a large group of friends. It was quite a charming affair, the bride and groom being seated in the front row for the occasion. Little Miss Dorothy Wahl held the wedding while Little Miss Dorothy Borden held the wedding, and in the Best Morning, December 15th.

The bride is a very charming young girl, while the groom is a native of Kansas City. The marriage was announced by the Milwaukee Sentinel.

To The Public

We wish to thank you for your liberal patronage, which has enabled us to make the store such a success, and in the future wish you to make this store your shopping headquarters.

E. Guthrie & Co.

The Lucky Man

The French Plate Mirror which was lost in our country was captured by Mrs. Dean.

Sanderson & Company

EXPOSES A CLEVER SCHEME THE SOUL OF THE CAREFUL MERCHANT

To direct buyers down toward women's lines. We wish to thank you for your liberal patronage, which has enabled us to make the store such a success, and in the future wish you to make this store your shopping headquarters.

E. Guthrie & Co.

The Lucky Man

The French Plate Mirror which was lost in our country was captured by Mrs. Dean.

Sanderson & Company

EXPOSES A CLEVER SCHEME THE SOUL OF THE CAREFUL MERCHANT

To direct buyers down toward women's lines.
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